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Behind the veil is a who’s who of the power elite, linked together like a chain to their
founding institutions, to a secret bond, sealed in the particular rituals and mysteries of
each chapter.

Jun 11, 2017

The Elite Want to Transfer Consciousness to a New
Body and Live Forever
The never ending quest for immortality has truly
never ended.

Sure, we had heard of Skull and Bones, but we had no idea how deep the rabbit hole goes.

These 100 Secret Societies Prove Who Really Rules America

May 31, 2017

You Won’t Believe What They Admitted on the
News in 1971…
Unbelievable, and yet, there it is.
May 27, 2017

These 100 Secret Societies Prove Who Really
Rules America

Out of the traditions of ancient sects of occultic
knowledge comes a modern American oligarchy...
May 13, 2017

Two Historic Media Events Created to Hide Top
Secret Missions

(Truthstream Media) Think you know history? What
about these major events, contrived to cover…

And there were so many more, we could have been here for hours…

May 11, 2017

#Triggered? Mass Hypnosis and Trigger Words

Some people might be irritated or even outraged by this report. No offense is intended, but for a

Is there a concerted effort to make sure everyone
knows how easily triggered they are?

tight-knit handful, any type of exposure is an unwelcome event. Such is the nature of attempting
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to examine under the bedrock of the secret infrastructure with creepy and crawling creatures
scattering, and attempting to remain hidden. The secret establishment and the secret proceedings
of those who operate real power are not meant for all eyes.

Out of the traditions of ancient sects of occultic knowledge comes a modern American oligarchy
based on the roots of the nation’s oldest and most reputed institutions of higher learning. And
there may be a lot you didn’t know about them already.

The higher teachings do, in fact, reveal a different set of teachings, a different class of students, a
different class of wealth and privilege, and a different clearance for secrets, intelligence, and
business operations.

Is it true that in the world’s freest society, that the American dream really resides under one large
glass ceiling? It holds back not just certain minority groups, but anyone who is uninitiated, and
therefore ignorant of the truth about so many important matters.

Networking is the power of fraternities, and of successful and wealthy organizations alike; secret
societies intensify this, and focus its power. These are repeated at campus after campus, and are
interlocked with the halls of government and industry in each state and region.

Behind the veil, a who’s who of the power elite, linked together like a chain to their founding

May 13, 2017

William Sargant: Dark General in the Battle for
the Mind

"Some thought he was a wonderful doctor; some
thought he was the Devil"
May 3, 2017

Media Normalization of Geoengineering: “The Fact
Is, We Are Living Through a Test Already”
It's no longer a conspiracy theory...
Apr 26, 2017

Colleges Now Programming Students to Destroy
Their Own Freedom of Speech

Now 'activism' is about demanding censorship, not
freedom from it.
Apr 24, 2017

This 1967 CIA Memo Is Still Used to Discredit
Conspiracy Theorists Today

This is how it worked then and it's clearly still how it
works now.
Apr 20, 2017

The Secret Society You’ve (Probably) Never Heard
Of
Have you ever heard about the oculist conspiracy?
No? Based on some recently decrypted…

institutions, to a secret bond, sealed in the particular rituals and mysteries of each chapter.

Only a dedicated, and unaffiliated, historian could piece together the full story, but it is clear that
We The People have been locked out and shut out of the real proceedings, and our perceived
power as a constitutional Republic with democratic flairs proves to be more and more illusory.

So too, the explanations for wars, political movements and major historical events – which have

Tweets by @truthstreamnews
Truthstream Media
@truthstreamnews
Is it just me, or are we suddenly living through
almost every sci-fi plot ever?
youtu.be/HjPVhTT1fQE?a
YouTube @YouTube

been explained to American people as though from a parent to a small child.

So much we didn’t know and so much we still don’t know, but one thing is for certain — Everything
the average person believes about how things are really being run in this country is wrong.
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Aaron and Melissa Dykes (formerly Melton) created
Truthstream Media.com to figure out what in the hell is
really going on around here.






TSM is also a participant in the Amazon Services
Associates Program, an affiliate program designed to
provide a means for sites to earn a small referral fee by
advertising and linking to products discussed in our
articles up on Amazon.com. It's not an additional charge,
it's just another way for TSM to support itself by adding
Amazon links when we discuss books or movies you
might wanna check out... You can also CLICK THIS LINK
when you shop at Amazon to support us!
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